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The purposes of this document are:
1. To document the requirements and constraints on the prompt processing of CMS data
imposed by the data acquisition system, the detector alignment, calibration and moni-
toring as well as the physics analysis.
2. To describe a high level architecture and design for the software and computing system
running on the CMS Tier-0 and Central Analysis Facility (CAF).
3. To detail the event and non-event data-flow and thework-flow for prompt-reconstruction,
prompt-calibration and hot-analysis
4. To be a reference for the project-team that will be called to implement the Tier-0 and
CAF systems and for all the users of such systems as well.
5. To support an effective analysis of the achievements of the project itself in satisfying
the requirements documented here.
Principal Findings
A good understanding of the data-flow out of HLT to T0 and T1s has been reached. Major
progress has been made in the understanding of the work-flow of prompt-reconstruction,
prompt-calibration and hot-analysis.
A model has been proposed. It foresees that the HLT writes events, through dedicated “Stor-
age Manager” applications, in files where each event can be accessed directly using an in-
dex. These files and indexes will be transferred to the T0 for further processing with minimal
delay. Events belonging to the express-line, alignment and calibration streams will be trans-
fered and processed with priority. The indexes will be used to group events belonging to
the same time-segment and primary-dataset prior to permanent storage, reconstruction and
export.
Several variations on such a basic model have been considered. They have varying degrees
of robustness, flexibility, complexity and scalability (not all fully understood in detail at
present). The data-flow is in all cases topologically equivalent. Most of these variations do
not present either/or choices: it is feasible to build a system where different variations are
applied to different data streams at different times, as the experiment matures, driven by the
workload management according to the behavior of the system itself. A first assement of the
required hardware resourses shows that the implementation of these data- and workflows
does not require any major modification to what already stated in the Computing TDR [1].
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Primary Recommendations
• A T0 Project shall be started: It should assess with high priority which areas have
higher risks or require early decisions due to the time-scale of HW acquisition.
Measurements and simulations shall be made in critical areas. If several options
survive the design shall be flexible enough to accommodate them.
• Detector groups (in particular Pixel and Ecal) shall better evaluate the need of
”very prompt” calibration and of feedback to HLT.
• Calibration and analysis do not stop at T0: More work is required to understand
the data-flow and workflow beyond Prompt Calibration, Prompt Reconstruction
and Hot Analysis. New Task forces shall be organized to specifically address
• the role of CAF and ROCs and their relationship with GRID
• the analysis model in general
• the Event data-flow and workflow beyond T0
• PrecisionAlignment andCalibrationworkflow and the Condition data-
flow to and from T1/T2
Structure of this document
Chapter 1, the Introduction, describes themandate of the RTAG and its activity. It is followed
by chapter 2 where the current understanding of the CMS analysis model is described to-
gether with the requirements and constraints it imposes on the prompt processing of events.
The Online data-flow is then described in chapter 3 with emphasis on the event identifica-
tion and the mechanisms to ensure proper luminosity and detector-status accounting. The
last two chapters describe in details the alignment and calibration ( 4) and the event data-
and work-flow( 5) respectively.
Finally, appendices are included to provide additional material. A glossary of abbreviations,
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The general architecture of the CMS computing system is described in the Computing Project
TDR [1]. The Computing TDR provides a very high level overview of the Event Model and
of the event data flow from the data acquisition system into the distributed system (GRID)
that will provide most of the computing resources for the analysis of CMS data. It also
identifies in the Tier-0, located at CERN, a key element of the system. The T0 will be the
place where the first-pass reconstruction and prompt-calibration will be performed. The T0
will be complemented by a Central Analysis Facility (CAF), also hosted at CERN, to serve the
needs of prompt analysis and fast feedback based on data just acquired. Both the T0 and the
CAF should be fully functional at LHC startup. A Requirement and Technical Assessment
Group (RTAG) has been therefore formed to investigate in more details the functionality of
the Tier-0 and the CAF. The next sections describe themandate and composition of this group
together with a summary of its activities.
1.1 RTAG Mandate
To understand the overall data-flow and workflow as data (event and non-event data) comes
out of the computing system at P5, through the computing system at CERN Computing
center (Tier-0 and CAF) and out to the Tier-1’s.
It should collect requirements coming from the online system, trigger, detector calibration,
detector studies and physics analysis as described in the daq, computing and physics TDRs
without going into the details of the procedures and data-structures.
It should also take into account the constraints coming from the approved CPT plan in terms
of cost, allocation of resources (hardware and personnel) and time-scale.
Based on such requirements and constraints it should develop a high-level architecture and
design for the offline Prompt Calibration system and the offline Prompt Reconstruction sys-
tem including their latencies and workflow.
In particular it should cover
1. how data is accessed in the CAF in the immediate period after data comes out of the
HLT.
2. the calibration data-format, flow and latencies from the online and Prompt Calibration
systems to the Prompt Reconstruction system
3. the definition of the ”online stream” data format. This should include an understand-
ing of whether this format will be written directly to mass storage at CERN or the
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Tier-1’s and, if it is used only in the Tier-0, how it should be structured to facilitate the
Tier-0 workflow. It should also include an assessment of the need for special streams
and special data formats for calibration and monitoring usage.
4. when and where the packaging of RAW, RECO and AOD data as primary datasets
happens and suggest a baseline implementation for the FEVT.
5. a baseline definition of the needs for identification and classification of single event,
time-ordering and grouping of events by time (run, run section etc) and by other ”tags”
(primary and secondary datasets, event directories etc), as well as where these things
will be accomplished in the high-level workflow.
6. an initial set of requirements on hardware infrastructure and on the deployment of
services at the Tier-0 and CAF including an understanding on how the system should
fail-over in the case of problems at CERN (Tier-0 disks or cpu farms, MSS, CAF disk or
cpus) or at the Tier-1’s. It may have also to cover some of the computing infrastructures
(in particular disk buffers) at P5 and T1’s if the functioning of the Tier-0 and the CAF
is critically related to their functionalities.
1.2 RTAG Composition
The RTAG is composed by two representatives for each of the stake holders in the T0 opera-
tion:
Stake Holder Representatives
CPT Management Ex officio
Online Christos Leonidopoulos (prs) & Emilio Meschi (soft)
CERN/IT Frederic Hemmer & Bernd Panzer
CERN/CMS as host lab Nick Sinanis & Werner Jank
Computing Peter Elmer & Tony Wildish
Software Oliver Burchmuller & Luca Lista
Detectors Luca Malgieri & Chris Tully
Analysis Sasha Nikitenko & Maria Spiropulu
1.3 RTAG Activities
In a first phase the RTAG heard reports from the various stake holders covering the current
understanding of their requirements, the work going on in each area and the assessment of
the technologies they plan to use. This was followed by a first brush of possible data-flow
and workflow both for event and for non-event data. This information was used to present
a mid-term report during the CPT week on February 2nd. Four working groups were then
formed:
• Requirements from Physics Analysis
• Luminosity and Detector status accounting
• Calibration and Alignment
• Event data-flow and workflow
This report is essentially a collection of the final reports by these working groups.






In this chapter we describe the current understanding of the CMS analysis model and review
the requirements and constraints coming from physics analysis in the design of the offline
prompt reconstruction and calibration system including their latencies and workflow. We
focus on the data output of P5, the throughput at the CERNTier-0 and CAF, and the output to
the Tier-1’s. We review the implications of the event data model, formats and content as well
as the data categorization based on the physics (trigger,analysis) and software/computing
(reconstruction optimization and data handling/storage). We present first thoughts on data-
streaming and the definition and content of the CMS Express Line.
2.2 Data as a function of time
Conceptually the data flow from the detector point (P5) to the physics journal can be sum-
marized as follows:
• Detector output (P5)
• DAQ/L1-Trigger output (P5)
• High Level Trigger output (P5-to-Tier-0/CAF)
• Prompt primary reconstruction (Tier-0/CAF)
• application of calibrations and conditions
• data categorization based on the L1 trigger decision and the HLT con-
firmation
• Express physics analyses
• Standard Model calibration processes (for detector, trigger, software
and physics feedback)
• “hot channel” physics monitoring, for example very high diobject in-
variant mass trigger paths directed and registered in the Express Line
as per bandwidth allowance
• Primary re-reconstruction output with application of improved calibrations and
conditions (Tier-0/CAF) andwith the option of event selection or compactification
operations (Tier-0 to Tier-1)
• Distribution for analysis in a convenient compact format (to Tier-1’s)
• Further operations at Tier-1’s (back-up copies of the data, re-reconstruction)
• Tertiary dataset creation; analysis at Tier-2’s and locally
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• Results in physics meetings
• Publication at physics journal
2.3 Data as a function of content
The L1-Trigger/DAQ data (“DAQ RAQ”) after the High Level Trigger reconstruction and
selection (“HLT RAW”) are input to the Tier-0 for primary reconstruction. The data format of
theHLT RAW, referred to also as RAW is a matter of technical implementation but the content
and size is well-specified. It contains the “Digi” and it is the primary archive of the event. It’s
size is 1.5 MB/event. Prompt (the first) reconstruction operation on the RAW at the CERN
Tier-0 outputs the “RECO”. The data format of the RECO is software engineered within the
event data model and its content is currently being specified as per the physics program
needs of the experiment and the hardware/software constraints. The size of the RECO is
∼250 KB/event. The RAW+RECO union is referred to as the “FEVT” - the full event record.
The FEVT is a logical unit but not necessarily – and most likely not a real physical/archival
aggregate. A new RECO version of the same event implies primary reconstruction operation
on the RAW part of the FEVT at the Tier-0 or at a Tier-1 where the RAW part of the FEVT is
stored 1. Primary reconstruction is any reconstruction operation on the RAW event. Prompt
primary reconstruction is the very first (time-wise) reconstruction and happens mostly only
at the CERN Tier-0.
If for some reason (related to computing resources at Tier-0) a data-stream (a set of datasets,
see section 2.7) cannot be prompt-reconstructed at the CERN Tier-0 and is sent to a Tier-
1 for prompt reconstruction, then the prompt reconstruction at that Tier must be identical
with the one that would have been performed at the CERN Tier-0. We also postulate that
the RECO is in-sync among Tier-1’s (in terms of production reconstruction software versions
and conditions).
For the first six months (the number is an educated guess) of physics commissioning oper-
ation with beam data, the RECO is the format of use for all data analysis. The data analyses
results during this time other than providing the first physics measurements of the exper-
iment, they will be facilitating monitoring as well as adjusting and fine-tuning of (a) the
detector and trigger performance, (b) the reconstruction software performance, and (c) the
calibration procedures.
After the commissioning phase a (contained or derived) part of the RECO, that amounts
∼50KB/event and is known as the “Analysis Object Data” (AOD) is the going to be produced
at the Tier-0 already at the prompt primary reconstruction operation and will be distributed
to Tier-1’s. This AOD is the baseline of most physics analyses of the experiment. All data
formats are also referred to as “data-tier” in this report.
2.3.1 Data-tier Requirements
The summary of some obvious and essential requirements for the data-tier follows:
• It is required that there exists an event format that serves detailed debugging of
the DAQ, trigger and detector systems with acceptable latencies (currently this is
presumed to be the RAW).
• It is required that the RECO and AOD is Tier-wide universal in content.
1Alternatively if there is an equivalent to the primary RAW to RECO secondary RECO to RECO operation,
a new RECO version can be a product of a RECO to RECO type of operation.
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• It is required that the RECO and eventuallyAOD event content meets and complies
with the largest part of the physics program of the experiment (discoveries and
precision measurements). The CMS physics groups (both detector and analysis)
need to provide the necessary feedback based on their current experience and
needs.
• It is required that during the process of the content specification for purposes of
software engineering of the RECO and the AOD, the limitations and compromises
in terms of the experiment’s physics program be understood.
The current status of what it is (foreseen to be) contained in the ∼250 KB of the RECO and
the ∼50KB of the AOD is fluid and in development. In what follows we give some plausible
examples of requirements starting from the near-end-point of the data flow and using the
Computing TDR as reference for the data-tier.
2.4 Physics-end examples
The examples here are referring to stable running and operations and understood calibra-
tion procedures. At the start-up parallel physics-end examples can be constructed for the
operations and services towards the understanding of the detector, trigger and calibrations
at the Tier-0/CAF and Tier-1’s. The requirements for these type of examples are much more
stringent and urgent and are addressed in the calibrations section of this RTAG report.
2.4.1 Case 1 : “Now what?”
Graduate student Nina Miller has in her laptop (or locally stored at her desktop) 25M events
in AOD format (1.16 TB). They were skimmed, selected and analyzed in the CMS “legal and
official” way; They came from the [MET+JET] trigger path.
• She found an excess of single and double b-tags in 210 of these events, compared
to Standard Model expectations. Everything looks good in her analysis; but she
doesn’t have the latest-greatest calibration and alignment applied, neither the cur-
rent “bad run” removal; the SUSYBSM conveners and the referees will not ap-
prove the results:
• How many levels back in the data-tier does she have to go in order to apply the
latest-greatest calibration and alignment? If AOD means no database navigation
does she have to go back to the primary dataset (RAW or RECO) which resides
at a Tier-1? If the RECO changed in the meantime because official offline CMSSW
RECO version x y z had a bug, and the RECO fromwhich the AOD came fromwas
overwritten, does she have to go back to the RAW part of the FEVT? which is on
tape now?
2.4.2 Case 2: “Now what?”
Graduate student Jack Minelli has in his laptop (or locally stored at his desktop) 25M events
in AOD format (1.16 TB)- They were skimmed, selected and analyzed in the CMS “legal and
official” way; They came from the [SUSY2e+MET] trigger path.
• He found that a dielectron invariant mass structure at 170 GeV in 57 of these
events. Everything looks good in his analysis. However, the energy flow group
has upgraded an EFlow object that will improve the resolution both for the di-
electron invariant mass and the PmissT . But he needs to refit tracks, re-vertex and
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recluster to get the EFlow object right.
• Does Jack have to go back to the RECO? If the RECO changed in the meantime
because official offline CMSSW RECO version x y z had a bug, and the RECO from
which his AOD came from was overwritten does he have to go back to the FEVT?
which is on tape now?
2.4.3 Response to “Now What?” cases
The simple answer to the cases mentioned above is that within the AOD the physicist should
have the capability to access databases and conditions directly or indirectly, and perform
track refit. Taking into account that the experiment will be performing data re-processing
two or three times a year it means that there will be two or three times a year an updated
production of RECO and AOD of the Primary Datasets with the latest and greatest alignment
and calibrations applied. If for example within the AOD track refitting is not possible that
means that one would incur a more than four to six months delay in the result if one would
wait for official post-production.
At the time this report is written it is found that there is partial and mostly conceptual and
elementary understanding of the following:
• The RECO and AOD event contents; a software subgroup (“Physics Tools”) is
working towards designing a first version of these data-tier with the feedback
and help of the PRS physics groups (detector and analysis).
• The RECO to AOD post production (including track refit). This will be addressed
briefly in this report and further scrutiny and work needs to be invested.
• Themode that each data-tier plugs (or not) into the experiment conditions databases.
This is important for analyses including also calibration operations outside the
Tier-0.
• The consequences of the event data-tier on storage, transferring, retrieving and
re-processing the data.
• The canonical content and rates for primary datasets and data-streams (includ-
ing overlap issues). In this report we give examples from past hadron collider
experiments and a first conceptual prototype of a CMS data-streaming scheme.
• The definition of secondary and tertiary datasets.
• The “Analysis Tool” model with AOD data for the Tier-0.
• The map of the logical flows (multiple pass RAW −→ RECO −→ AOD ) to physical
flows.
The very important issue of the accuracy of prompt-reconstruction due to limited precision
in tracker alignment and ECAL calibrations is addressed in the calibrations section of this
report. The findings are not compromising the physics analyses capabilities of CMS.
2.5 Data Operations
In the following sections the various possible operations on data-tiers are discussed. The
starting point is the input data to Tier-0. Higher order operations on the final and most
commonly used AOD data-tier that involve Tier-1’s and Tier-2’s are not covered.
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2.5.1 RAW −→ RECO operation
RAW to RECO operation is the primary reconstruction. It takes place for the first time at Tier-
0 and for all CMS data (prompt primary reconstruction) and it repeats as necessary at the
Tier-0 and Tier-1’s where RAW data is stored.
We postulate that:
• The RECO is in-sync among Tier-1’s (in terms of software production versions and
conditions).
• At the RAW to RECO operation the immutable L1+HLT path determines the sort-
ing of the events in primary datasets (every time the HLT algorithms change the
primary datasets do also, hence synchronized versioning is necessary). This is the
definition of the primary dataset throughout this report.
• Based on prior experience and to avoid chaos the RAW to RECO operation of all
data to-date should not exceed 3 times per year and usually 2 should be enough.
• It has to be specified if the RAW to RECO operation adds any physics analysis
categorization bit for further skimming or splitting of the data at the Tier-0 or
later; This would be in preparation of producing “secondary datasets”.
2.5.2 RECO −→ RECO operation
RECO to RECO re-processing is understood in terms of datasets to be a primary to primary
dataset operation. The RECO to RECO operation is foreseen to be mostly application of im-
proved calibrations, conditions and reconstruction software. It is understood that RECO to
RECO re-processing implies number of events invariance. i.e. no events are dropped. Note
that in no type of operation events change trigger path and dataset categorization.
Requirements:
• The RECO event content must be such that re-reconstruction in the RECO to RECO
operation is meaningful; In practice this implies that pattern recognition should
be possible within the RECO data-tier.
• The RECO to RECO operation is an optimized substitute of the RAW to RECO oper-
ation and saves complications of accessing the RAW (1.5Mb/event). It should be
identical to the equivalent RAW to RECO operation.
• RECO to RECO operation should not exceed 3 times per year and 2 should be
enough.
2.5.3 RECO −→ AOD operation
TheAOD is the 50 KB part of the RECO that contains the ”high level objects” for fast browsing
and analysis . When the RECO is completely engineered, andwith the feedback of the physics
groups the specification of the AOD will be straightforward (whether derived or contained
in the RECO).
Constraint:
• Pattern recognition is not possible in the AOD alone due to the 50 KB limit
Requirement:
• The AOD is the CMS universal most commonly used event format that will serve
most of the physics analysis most of the time and will be distributed from CERN
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Tier-0 to Tier-1’s and onwards to Tier-2’s for creation of tertiary datasets and uni-
versal access by the physicists.
Requirement Questions:
• What is the cost of re-fitable tracks at the AOD data-tier?
• Can calibrations be applied at the AOD data-tier?
The RECO to AOD processing is understood in terms of datasets as both primary to primary
(i.e. RECO-to-AOD extraction (or derivation) conserving the number of events) but mostly
primary to secondary dataset operation. The later implies “skimming” operation which can
be done as:
• filtering on a bit (i)
• selection/filtering by running code and adding higher level physics objects (ii)
• running partial reconstruction and filtering by means of (i) or (ii)
Requirement:
• In stable running emphasis should be given on allowing the most probable op-
erations on the data with seldom need to access, read and operate on the RAW
1.5MB/event in order to write 50 KB/event of AOD.
2.5.4 AOD to AOD multi-re-processing
Probably themost common and often operation but out of the scope of the Tier-0/CAFCERN
operations. The creation of tertiary and higher order datasets is beyond the scope of this
review.
2.6 Track refit and data-tier
It is foreseen that the RECO data-tier will contain the reconstructed tracks and their associated
hits. The global hit collection is not stored in RECO due to the size limitations (250 KB).
Therefore no pattern recognition can be performed on the RECO data-tier. This is in direct
contradiction with the RECO −→ RECO operation being equivalent to the RAW −→ RECO
operation.
For obtaining the alignment the storage of the hits of a few interesting tracks (e.g. 10 GeV
muons) is adequate. For applying the alignment the full information is necessary. The cost
to get track re-fitting at the AOD data-tier would be to store the used hits. For 100 tracks and
12 hits per track with 30 bytes per hit this amounts to 36 KB/event. If in addition 2 full track
states and their used hits collection is stored the total adds up to 50 KB. An additional 12 KB
is needed to keep the tracks themselves. To be able to perform track refit at the AODwe need
at least 50 KB of tracking info at the AOD. This implies that we need a larger than 50 KB AOD.
Possibilities of storing a subset of tracks, or keeping the hits on the AOD for a subset of
tracks and storing something much more compact (as per resolution) for the remainder, are
interesting solution however prone to errors and confusion.
At the moment, the strategy within the software group tends towards the design of a suffi-
ciently flexible environment so that the actual choices of what is stored on the AOD can be
made freely later on. The current design explicitly foresees the possibility to drop the hits
when going from RECO to AOD.
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We expect a design of both data-tier to be provided and in operation very soon with definite
RECO and AOD content. We also expect to test these in the context of CSA2006 and physics
analyses.
A remaining question that needs to be addressed is
• What is the cost of making RECO to RECO operation equivalent to the RAW to
RECO operation?
The answer to this question is an appropriate increase of the RECO size such that pattern
recognition is possible within the RECO data-tier. Further discussion of the data content is
beyond the scope of the Tier-0 RTAG.
2.7 Datasets, Data-streams Overlaps
The examples of a dataset and a data-stream design and concept comes from an actual trigger
table based on which one of the Tevatron experiments (CDF) is currently running [2].
2.7.1 Datasets
In the example below 2 the
B_ELECTRON_1_v3
dataset is comprised of events that pass one of about 10 well defined trigger paths, only two
of which are shown. Note that for CDF, Level-2 is a hardware trigger and the trigger path is
defined by the L1+L2 trigger while L3 is a software filter. In the same trigger dataset events
that pass more than one trigger paths with similar L1 starting point are logged. In CMS the
trigger path could be simpler since L1 is the only hardware trigger and the rest is an HLT











... for same dataset path n (usually n<10)
2.7.2 Data-streams
A collection of similar datasets is forming for logging purposes a data-stream. In the exam-
ple from CDF below the “StreamG” is a hadronic data-stream that comprises of jet related
datasets:















A total of about 10 data-streams are foreseen for CMS. They will be constructed in a way
that makes them all of approximately equal size. Data-Streams will be distributed in FEVT
format among the Tier-1’s for custodial and re-reconstruction.
2.7.3 Overlaps example
In 1999 about 100 datasets and up to 8 data-streams were foreseen for the RUNII CDF
operation. They have been running with about 50 datasets 150-200 trigger paths and 6
data-streams. The data-streams facilitated the logging and storing of the RAW data and
were designed “to keep the operational complexity at manageable level and the amount
of disk required for tape staging at the 1-2 Tbyte level.” Physically ganging together datasets
in streams is also optimizing prompt reconstruction. The design of the trigger paths and
datasets is such that it minimize overlaps (duplicates) between data streams ; also it groups
similar sized datasets together. Duplicates can appear because of the trigger design. A doc-
umented example from CDF states that the high mass dimuon dataset in Run I had a mass
window between 2.7-150 GeV. It overlapped by 21% the with J/Psi dataset even if it has dif-
ferent selection of muons. With no explicit prerequisites at the previous trigger level there
is always volunteers (duplicates) between datasets. For a logically perfect designed trigger
table, overlaps will come from slow/non-sharp trigger efficiencies turn-ons and of course
from physics.
2.7.4 Prototype Data-streaming at CMS
Table 2.1 presents an attempt to prototype the data-streaming at CMS using the L1 trigger
table bits from the latest ORCA release. The L1 rates for most of these have not been yet
studied and are subject of the Online Selection group. A concetrated effort is foreseen to be
carried out within the new software framework. Hence the HLT cross section column is not
filled. A smaller subset of the L1 trigger table bits has been studied for the CMS DAQ TDR
[4].
A realistic and comprehensive dataset and data-stream table is important in order to (a) un-
derstand how to carry out analysis in the context of datasets (b) understand how to measure
trigger efficiencies in orthogonal datasets and (c) understand each event’s contribution in
any physics analysis is in the context of the trigger.
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Stream Dataset HLT σ Stream Dataset HLT σ
A Express Selected J/Ψ→ µµ E Single τ L1 bit 10
W → eν Di-τ L1 bit 13
W → µν 3-τ L1 bit 16
Z → ee 4-τ L1 bit 19
Z → µµ EM + τ L1 bit 26
high-PT jets µ + τ L1 bit 22
diobject mass
B Single Iso EM L1 bit 2 F Jets L1 bits 8,9,11,12,14,15, 17,18
Iso di-EM L1 bit 3 SumET L1 bit 6
di-EM L1 bit 4
Single EM + µ L1 bit 5
C Single EM+jet L1 bit 24,25 G MET inclusive L1 bit 7
di-EM L1 bit 4 MET+jet L1 bit 28,29
Single EM + µ L1 bit 5 MET + tau L1 bit 30
MET + µ L1 bit 23
D Single µ L1 bit 0 H min-bias
Single µ+jet L1 bit 20,21 diffractive
Di-µ L1 bit 1
Table 2.1: CMS Prototype Data Streaming based on the L1 trigger bits. “EM” denotes e − γ
object.Final Data Streams will be based on Datasets that follow immutable L1+HLT trigger
paths.
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2.8 Express Line at CMS
Here we attempt to define the Express Line (or Express Stream) at Tier-0. The purpose of
the Express Line is to provide datasets for monitoring and quick physics analyses in order to
catch ”anomalous” effects, be it technical or physics.
At the start-up of commissioning the CMS detector, the reconstruction of data faces two
distinct and conflicting needs: On the one hand we need rapid turnaround of data for align-
ment, calibration and verification and importantly the involvement of the collaboration in
the data as they are accumulated. On the other hand the reconstruction application (ex-
ecutable, scripts, cards etc) has to readied for the prompt reconstruction of the massive
amounts of data flowing with no end. The first of these tasks can be performed with less
than perfect reconstruction executable and will be run on the same datasets over and over.
The second is too large a task to be repeated lightly and there is a strong pressure to make
sure that we use a robust and relatively complete reconstruction. As these two tasks have
complementary goals and competing implementations it has been customary in hadron col-
lider physics to strip off specific triggers amounting 5-10% of the data into an Express Line
which is reconstructed non synchronously with the production reconstruction. Considering
150 Hz HLT output if the Express Line writes in 1.5 MB/event RAW data and we take 10%
of the HLT bandwidth as Express/Calibration stream, then we need 58 TB per month. If
we assume an overwritting cycle of one (three) month(s) we need in the CAF 58 (174) TB
set aside for the Express Line. Given that the CAF is meant to have capacity of 1 nominal
Tier-1 (1.2 PB) plus 2.5 nominal Tier-2’s (500 TB), an Express Line of about 60 TB is 5% of the
CAF capacity. The Express Line at startup should encapsulate the essential physics of all the
datastreams, as it will be used for the first physics results of CMS.
Characteristics of an Express Line are:
• Production of data-sets that allow fast monitoring of all the major systems and
functions of the detector (comprehensive coverage)
• rapid turn-around - e.g less than an hour and by immediate reconstruction of each
file as it is closed.
• easy reliable fast access by the collaboration , this implies enough bandwidth so
that monitoring data can be accessed over the net (at the CAF) or quick transfer to
Tier-1’s.
• Enough storage space and for enough time (between a week and a month).
• Decoupling from the rest of the production so that Express Line problems do not
compromise production
The Express Line is envisioned as a data quality monitoring (’DQM’) but not on the detector-
by-detector and object-by-object level, rather the whole-event level.
Because the Express Line production will be superseded by the normal data production and
because the Express Line is meant to be fast turnaround monitoring it can use an older not
great reconstruction which is however stable. Making datasets that are interesting to the
most important and timely analysis available in almost-real time is the best source of feed-
back to the detector experts, shift crew and operations so it is important not make a distinc-
tion between “Physics” and “monitoring” data-streams. The “pandora” dataset comprises
of the “hot” analysis events (including the “weird” out-of-ordinary candidate events that
people will want to scan every morning).
The Express Line triggers are categorized based on their function as follows:
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• ECAL response
• high PT electron
• high PT cluster (no track)
• Z → ee










• tracking efficiency/momentun scale/alignment/muon efficiency
• Z → µµ
• J/Ψ,Υ to µµ
• W → µν
• isolated high-PT track (HLT)
• 2-isolated high-PT tracks (HLT) + Z mass window
• vertexing precision/beam monitoring
• b-tagging
• Z → bb¯
• τ -tagging
• Z → ττ
• “pandora”
• very high mass di-EM
• very high mass di-µ
• very high mass dijet
• very high PT di-object + MET
• other weird combinations (small rates)
2.9 Summary
Particularly during the first phase of the experiment, physics analysis will require fast data-
processing cycles to improve reconstruction and event selection. At present it looks imprati-
cal to keep all events in RAW and RECO form on disk. This need can be adequately met if it
will be possible to (a) perform track refit within the AOD, (b) plug the AOD to the conditions
and other database services and (c) ensure that the RECO to RECO operation is as equivalent
as possible to the RAW to RECO.
We have outlined a show-case example of data-streaming for CMS. We expect that the Trig-
ger/DAQ, Online Selection and physics groups will study in detail and design a realistic
physics trigger table - including the technical solution, such as databases, for creating and
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book-keeping the CMS trigger paths, datasets and data-streams. Some application of this
could be demonstrated within CSA2006.
We have collected preliminary requirements and conceptual content for the CMS Express




Summary of Online Data Flow
Individual event fragments ofmax average size 2 kB are sent by each Front-End-Driver (FED)
(≈ 650) to the Data-to-Surface (D2S) system, consisting of the FED Readout Link (FRL) and
the FED builders. Low occupancy FEDs are merged in pairs by the FRL. FED-fragments are
assembled in super-fragments by FED Builder into the Readout Unit (RU) memory (each
DAQ slice has 64 RUs). Each super-fragment has ≈ 16kB max average size, and contains
8-16 FEDs. Super-fragments are assembled into full events by the RU builder (1 slice) into
Builder Unit (BU) memory. There are 64 BU per slice. A BU can handle up to 200 MB/s
average in/out A DAQ slice can handle up to 12.5 kHz max L1A rate assuming 1 MB events.
The Filter Farm processing nodes, Filter Units (FU), are organized into sub-farms for scaling
reasons. Aminimum of 8 and amaximum of 16 sub-farmwill be deployed, corresponding to
one or two sub-farms per DAQ slice. FUs in a sub-farm obtain their input from a single DAQ
slice. Full events are served by BU to individual farm nodes upon request. A number K = 2-8
FU CPU can be deployed per BU depending on CPU needed by HLT and available process-
ing power in the BU, therefore K/200 cpu-s per event are available for processing incoming
data, carrying out the HLT selection, and posting accepted events for storage (assuming 1
MB events). Accepted events are sent to the Storage Manager (SM) for local storage. The
SM input bandwidth is limited by the bandwidth to disk: typically, 20-50 MB/s per Sub-
farm. Events are stored to one (or more) of several online streams according to their trigger
(L1+HLT) configuration. Events are stored in a local disk server, and are ready to be moved
to the Tier-0 as soon as file is closed (but concurrent read/write can be limited by bandwidth
to disk). Figure 3.1 showns a schematic view of this architecture togehter with the correp-
sonding data-flow for both event and monitoring information.
A more detailed description of the CMS Data-Acquisition system can be found in the TRI-
DAS TDR Volume 2 [4].
3.1 GTP Summary Record
In physics runs, the Global Trigger Processor (GTP) is run with a single Timing Trigger and
Control (TTC) partition. The GTP is responsible for delivering Level-1 Accept (L1A) to the
DAQ, and is controlled by the L1 Trigger Supervisor (TS). Trigger flow is controlled by the
synchronous and asynchronous Trigger Throttle System (s(a)TTS). A special event data seg-
ment, the GTP Summary Record, is delivered over an SLink connection by the GTP to the RU
builder Event Manager (EVM). This is used to steer event building. The Summary Record
contains the following information:
• Orbit no. (32 bits) (1 orbit ≈ 90µs): reset at start of fill
• Bunch crossing no (12 bits, also distributed by TTC)
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the online HLT system architecture. The data-flow for both
event and monitoring information is shown.
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• L1 id (24 bits, wraps in 160 s @100 kHz, also distributed by TTC): Used as key in
event building. Reset at start of run and at each resync (within a run)
• Event id (32 bits, reset at start of run)
• GPS time stamp. Sent by LHC synchro, updated at start of each orbit
• Run no. (32 bits): Generated and distributed by Run Control (RC) to GTP
3.2 Details of Filter Farm Data Flow
Since events are built by each BU asynchronously and without any reference to their trig-
ger configuration, specific event types cannot be routed to a specific farm node (in normal
physics runs). As an example special L1 triggers (e.g. calibration triggers) will be processed
by any one of the farm nodes. In addition, time ordering may not be respected because of
parallel building and processing. In addition, to avoid accumulating stuck event in the Filter
Farm, the HLT execution on a given event is set to time out after a certain time. This timeout
is determined such that ≈ 99% of events are processed within the timeout in normal condi-
tions. Events that time out in the HLT are automatically accepted and flagged. A timeout rate
in excess of approx 5% of the total HLT accept rate is considered as a major condition change
and should trigger the end of a run. Events that cause an exception during the execution of
the HLT are also flagged as ”error events” and passed through to the Storage Manager.
Note that:
• Only completely built events are served to FUs.
• A FU can selectively send for storage portions of an accepted event, the only lim-
itation being bandwidth to the SM
• A FU can attach or remove raw-data to an event accepted for storage.
• A FU can attach an arbitrary subset of the HLT by-products to an event accepted
for storage, again the only limitation being the aggregate bandwidth to the SM.
• The FU main task is to run the HLT selection. Although the architecture supports
running an arbitrary set of reconstruction and/or analysis modules, such as DQM
modules, the case to do so must be made for specific tasks requiring access to the
entire L1 accept rate.
• The FU will forward events for storage to the Storage Manager. Although the
online stream assignment is completely determined by the result of the HLT algo-
rithms, the FU has only one physical output stream.
• An event can be assigned to more than one online stream (an arbitrary limit to this
overlap is set to 10%).
• Events can be served to online consumers by the storage manager. Such events
may or may not be marked for persistent storage as well.
3.3 Storage Manager
The Storage Manager is responsible for receiving events accepted for storage by the Filter
Units, assigning them to the appropriate online stream(s), and persistently storing them on
a local filesystem. The storage manager is also responsible for management of the above
filesystem. When an event file is closed and ready for transfer, the SM communicates to the
Data Management system that it can take over the file. The exact communication protocol
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between SM and DM is yet to be defined. It is the responsibility of the DM to notify that a
certain file is safely transferred, and that the corresponding space can therefore be liberated.
Because of the different uses of the local filesystem (such as hot buffers, calibration samples
not for export outside the experiment site, etc.), the SM is the ultimate responsible for the
management of the local disk buffer, (such as file deletion etc.). Finally, the SM is responsible
for serving duplicate events to online Event Consumers, such as Event Display and Data
Quality Monitor (DQM) Applications.
The SM uses a preamble summary information from the execution of the HLT chain, con-
tained in the data message from the FU, to route events to different streams. This infor-
mation is duplicated in the event data as well. There exist three types of streams: Physics
Stream(s), Express Stream, and Calibration Stream(s). The Express Stream contains a subset
of the events that go to the Physics Stream(s), whereas no overlap is expected between the
Calibration and other streams. Physics events used for calibration are assigned to the express
stream (?). The SM maintains an index of events that were stored in the various streams. An
index record (file) is created for each stream, allowing random access to event data in a given
file. The raw-data file and the corresponding index file must be handled as a single entity by
the DM. The formats of both the raw-data file and the index are still to be finalized. Files are
closed at the boundary between two luminosity segments (see below), or at the end of a run.
To avoid the need of a synchronization mechanism between the SMs, each file will contain a
predefined number of luminosity segments.
3.4 Run Definition
A run corresponds to a period of data taking with a given configuration
• DAQ and detector configuration (FE configuration, pedestals etc)
• L1 configuration (trigger table. Notable exception: pre-scale factors)
• HLT configuration (”executable” + HLT selection, aka HLT table) and stable con-
ditions
• Stable beam
• No Trigger/DAQ problems
• No major detector problems
A change in configuration automatically implies a ”change-of-run”. A change in conditions
may or may not require a ”change-of-run”.
The calibration constants used by the HLT are set at the beginning of the run as part of the
run configuration. If a change in alignment or calibration is detected, that affects the HLT
efficiency, no mechanism is provided for updating the said constants ”on the fly”. Instead,
the new constants must be propagated back into the online system, and the current run must
be stopped.
3.5 Run Start and Stop Sequences
A physics run is started in one of the following situations
• At the start of a machine fill, when beam conditions are stable and the detector is
operational
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• During a fill, after a previous run has been ended due to a major change in con-
figuration or conditions.
A physics run is stopped in one of the following situations
• During a fill, if a major configuration change is required
• Trigger table change
• DAQ configuration change
• During a fill, if a change of conditions is detected that would impact the physics
performance of the HLT
• Change of alignment or calibration that impacts the trigger rate or efficiency
• Major detector problem requiring reconfiguration of the detector front-end or DCS
• At the end of a fill
A Run Start sequence is as follows:
• A new Run Number is booked by Run-Control, and sent as a parameter of the
Start Run command. The Run Number is included in the data record of the GTP
(see above).
• Sub-detectors assert the sTTS Ready.
• DAQ asserts the aTTS Ready.
• The Trigger Supervisor (TS) enables L1 triggers after the next Bunch Crossing Zero
(BC0), and starts counting Orbits and Events. Orbit Number and Event Number
are included in the Reduced Trigger Data sent by the global trigger to the EVMs.
• Sub-detectors DCS change to state ON ramping the high-voltages (if not yet done,
in some cases Standby=On).
• When all sub-detectors are in ON state, RCMS requests Trigger Supervisor the
current Orbit Number. This is written in the Conditions DB as the First Orbit with
Valid Physics Data.
• Run-Control distributes to the sub-detectors, trigger, DAQ and FF this info with
a Physics-On message, to be used e.g. to clear monitoring histograms, start lumi-
nosity segment accounting etc.
A Run Stop sequence is as follows:
• Run Control sends the command Stop Run to the Trigger Supervisor. The Trigger
Supervisor stops L1As at the end of the current orbit and gives back the Last Event
Number (LEN) and Last Orbit Number (LON).
• Run Control sends Stop Run to EVB and Event Filter. Events are flushed and all
SM close files.
• Run Control sends Stop Run to sub-detectors. Run monitoring statistics can be
saved in the Conditions DB
• Run Control sends Stop Run to all DQM applications. Final summary DQM in-
formation is stored and marked in the Conditions DB
3.6 Luminosity Segment
A Luminosity Segment (LS) is a predefined period of data taking where the instantaneous
luminosity can be considered constant. The LS is essentially used for bookkeeping of inte-
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grated luminosity. In CMS, a natural boundary between luminosity segments is provided by
the LHC beam structure. An orbit gap occurs every approx 90 µs. This gap is used, among
other things, to trigger the periodic resynchronization of certain parts of the front end elec-
tronics. Note also that the GPS global time distributed with the machine clock is updated
at each orbit gap. The orbit counter is contained in the GTP summary data (see above) and
distributed with event data. At run start, the first orbit with valid physics data (FVO) is
distributed to all DAQ applications. A luminosity segment is defined as a fixed multiple of
an orbit, counting from the FVO. The size of an LS is defined in the DAQ configuration dis-
tributed before the run starts (the possibility of dynamically setting the size of a luminosity
segment at runtime is kept as an option). The lumi-segment size can be chosen to match the
periodic refresh time of the FE electronics, i.e. 1 to 5 minutes. (N.B. for 10 Storage Managers
that gives between 1.3 and 6.7 GB of data per Storage Manager per luminosity segment,
spread over however many streams they write. This can have an impact on DM)
The ’uncontrolled end’ of a lumi-segment (e.g. something serious happening with the de-
tector status) will render the entire lumi-segment unusable for physics analysis. This is the
baseline. Salvaging ’damaged’ lumi-segments is beyond the scope of this RTAG. This is one
argument for shorter lumi-segments. Provisions must be made to ensure that the last lumi-
nosity segment before the end of a run remains usable even if incomplete.
The SM uses the above information to trigger file closure. The SM should not expect any
more events from the previous luminosity segment when the difference between the general
DAQ time (NTP), and the GPS time of the last orbit is bigger than the total DAQ latency
(including the HLT timeout).
The DQM uses the LS information to trigger storage of relevant monitor data, and to make
entries in the conditions database.
3.6.1 Luminosity Determination
Most likely, there will be various methods to measure instantaneous luminosity at CMS.
In addition, not all luminosity detectors and methods will be available at any given point
in time. In summary, luminosity can be determined either from event data or from other
information (like scalers connected to dedicated detectors) that is not part of the event data
flow. For the case of event data, the luminosity for a given segment is determined at the
end of it. The corresponding information is written to the Conditions DB for use in offline
bookkeeping. For the case of ”non-event data”, the scheme is similar to any other condition
parameter. The value is stored in the conditions DB with its time stamp, and used offline to
calculate the integrated luminosity of a given segment.
3.6.2 Prescale Factors
L1 prescale factors which are allowed to changewithin a run, must bemodified at the bound-
ary between LSs. For HLT prescale factors, if such a concept is necessary, a policy similar to
the one adopted for accounting of LS in the SM can be used.
3.6.3 Conditions and Calibrations
The LS information is used when defining Interval Of Validity (IOV) for calibration con-
stants. An IOV should be aligned to the LS boundary. This happens offline.
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3.7 Open issues
Some open issues still exist and require to be addressed in the context of the Tier-0 and online
projects. In particular
• the format of event data files out of SM
• the size of the lumi-segment
• HLT prescale factors
• the number of online streams
• the implementation of file indices
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Chapter 4
Calibration and Alignment at T0/CAF
In order to define the work and data flow at the Tier-0 and the CAF, it is important to under-
stand the general scope of the calibration and alignment tasks supposed to be performed at
the CAF. This chapter is devoted to a first overview of the individual calibration and align-
ment tasks as well as their potential data flow from the CMS interaction point 5 in Cessy (IP5)
to T0/CAF. All estimates of data rates and sizes are preliminary and might change when a
more refined understanding of these processes is achieved.
4.1 Alignment and Calibration Tasks
For the following discussion it is beneficial to categorize the various calibration and align-
ment tasks in a few logical groups:
IP5 defined condition data :
Calibration and alignment tasks that are solely executed at IP5 and whose output
of condition data1 is directly stored in either the Online Master Database System
(OMDS) or the offline database used for HLT operation at IP5 (ORCON).
’Pre-HLT’ defined condition data :
Calibration and alignment tasks that require a large amount of physics event data
information and, therefore, fill histograms or root-tuples with specialized infor-
mation from Level-1 streams (i.e. before the HLT). The analysis of the information
will be carried out at T0/CAF.
Special Event based condition data :
Calibration and alignment tasks that are based on special data sets recorded dur-
ing alignment or calibration runs of dedicated devices. The recorded data are
stored in special ’Event Data’ files and their analysis will be carried out at T0/CAF.
Physics Event Data based condition data :
Calibration and alignment tasks that are based on dedicated physics event data
samples. The analysis of the data samples will be carried out at T0/CAF.
Monitoring data :
General monitoring information that needs to be transferred to T0/CAF for fur-
ther analysis.
In the following more detailed information for the different categories is provided.
1We define condition data as the output of a calibration and alignment task that is required for the prompt
reconstruction of the physics data.
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4.1.1 Data Flow from IP5 to T0
To define the general requirements of data transfer needed(or produced) for the different
categorizes of calibration and alignment tasks it is important to understand the provided
mechanisms for the data transfer from IP5 to T0/CAF.
CMS only foresees two solutions of deploying data from IP5 to the T0 center located at the
Meyrin side:
• Event Data file transfer from IP5 to T0
• Non-Event data tables transferred via database communication (ORACLE steam-
ing) from IP5 to T0
Figure4.1 shows an illustration of the two different transfer path from IP5 to T0.
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the two general solution of deploying data from IP5 to the T0.
Upper plot shows the Event Data files streaming while the lower plot shows the non-event
data deployment to T0
4.1.2 IP5 Defined Condition Data
All calibration tasks that produce condition data directly at IP5 are considered in this cat-
egory. Typical examples are the ’pre-fill’ calibrations for e.g. pedestal calculations that are
not only needed for the online operation but also for the offline reconstruction. The rele-
vant information for offline reconstruction will be transferred to T0 via the O2O procedure
described in section 4.1.1. The availability of condition data for the prompt reconstruction
obtained from these simple tasks is usually below one hour. Thus, calibrations from this cat-
egory do not impose any special demand on the T0/CAF data flow. One exception might be
the pedestal and gain calibration for the PIXEL detector. If the calibration has to be carried
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out on the level of each PIXEL (roughly 70Mio), it seems not appropriate to execute this cal-
ibration at IP5. One possible solution would be to transfer the required data sample to the
T0 side and to perform this calibration at the CAF. This approach would move, however, the
PIXEL pedestal and gain calibration to the Special Event Data category. More information
concerning this special calibration are given in section 4.3.1.
4.1.3 ’Pre-HLT’ Defined Condition Data
For some calibration tasks a rather large amount of physics event data information is re-
quired to carry out these tasks in a speedy fashion. For that reason small proportions (e.g.
some variables stored in histograms) of a given physics event, selected after LEVEL1, are
stored before HLT has been carried out. The information is then transported to T0/CAF for
further analysis. This category is very similar to the physics event data category but only
a small fraction of the event data selected after LEVEL-1 (but before HLT) is transferred to
T0/CAF. Currently ECAL, DT, and PIXEL foresee calibrations of this type. The detailed
data-flow in particular after the LEVEL-1 selection and its passage through HLT still needs
be better understood.
4.1.4 Special Event Based Condition Data
As shown in Figure 4.1 there are only two ways of deploying data samples from IP5 to T0.
Recently it has been proposed that the data samples obtained from special calibration tasks
like the tracker and muon hardware alignment systems or the ECAL transparency moni-
toring should follow the path of Event Data. Therefore, the deployment from IP5 to T0 is
carried out via Event Data file transfer. To ensure that these special calibration data samples
are quickly available at the CAF, it is necessary to include these file based data samples into
the express calibration stream. Only then the latency requirement of less than 15-30 min for
the analysis of these data at the CAF for monitoring purpose (e.g. PIXEL alignment mon-
itoring) can be met. Figure 4.2 shows the schematic view of the data-flow for this special
calibration data samples. In future, with increased luminosity, some of the condition data of
this calibration task might be required for HLT operation (ECAL transparency monitoring as
an example). The workflow should allow such flexibility.
4.1.4.1 Physics Event Data Based Condition Data
In order to get fast access to the physics data samples supposed to be used for calibration and
alignment tasks it is necessary to provide these data samples via express streams to the CAF.
Furthermore, most of the frequent calibration and alignment tasks at the CAF require a full
reconstruction of the relevant information. For example it is necessary to fully reconstruct
the twomuons stemming from the Z → µµ decay using the latest condition data. Both tracks
and their corresponding hits are then stored in a dedicated data format (AlCa-RECO). This
AlCa-RECO contains only the information required to carry out the calibration and align-
ment task and, thus, not only minimizes data storage but also optimizes the data access time
for the CAF task. Figure 4.2 illustrates one possible solution for the calibration data flow
to the CAF. While the special event data from dedicated calibrations runs like those of the
tracker and muon hardware alignment or ECAL transparency monitoring systems are di-
rectly forwarded to the CAF for further analysis, the physics data are first reconstructed and
only the AlCa-RECO data is directed to the CAF. Since typically only a few well identified
physics objects like the tracks from a Z → µµ event are stored in the AlCa-RECO, it seems
possible to replace the full reconstruction of the entire event with a regional reconstruction
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process. This procedure could further reduce the latency period for the supply of the AlCa-
RECO samples to the CAF. If required, this prompt reconstruction step of the physics data
can also output RECO and AOD data formats for further consumption at the T0. This, how-
ever, requires a full reconstruction of the event.
Figure 4.2: . Schematic data flow of Special Event Data and Physics Event Data to the CAF.
While the Special Event Data stemming from dedicated calibration and alignment tasks at
IP5 are directly directed to the CAF for further analysis, the Physics Event Data need to pass
first the prompt reconstruction step and only the AlCa-RECO format is then directed to the
CAF.
4.1.5 Monitoring Data
Monitoring information can be transferred to the CAF for further analysis as Special Event
Data files. Thus, monitoring data do not impose new requirements on the general data flow.
However, depending on the data volume supposed to be transferred, the amount of moni-
toring data can impose additional constraints on the overall data volume transferred in the
calibration express stream. So far, no comprehensive compilation of monitoring informa-
tion expected to be studied at the CAF (or anywhere else in the world e.g. at the Remote
Operation Center (ROC) at FNAL) has been carried out.
4.2 Alignment
The following section gives an overview on the important aspects for the different align-
ment relevant categories. First estimates of execution and update frequency for the major
alignment tasks as well as for the required data volume are also presented.
4.2.1 Using Physics Event Data
During nominal collider operation, the data sets ideally suitable for track based alignment
areW → µν and Z → µµ. Already at the low luminosity running (2× 1033cm−2s−1) approx-
imately 20k Z → µµ and 100k W → µν of these event topologies are selected per day after
HLT ([5]). It has been estimated that roughly 1 Mio of these tracks have the statistical power
to carry out a full track based alignment for the entire tracker. Therefore, assuming the low
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luminosity running scenario and only utilizing this well reconstructed muon tracks, roughly
one week of data taking is required to collect the track statistics needed for one complete
alignment cycle of the entire tracker2. Experience from other experiments like BaBar and
CDF suggest that environmental changes like humidity variation or other, in part unknown,
sources can lead to movements in the carbon fiber support structures of PIXEL and Strip
Detector. It is expected that such movements are typically larger than 10 micrometer and
therefore, if not corrected, will lead to a deterioration of the offline tracking performance of
the devices. It is expected that, during steady operation, an update of the full tracker align-
ment is required every week to maintain the full performance of the tracking.
Besides the full alignment of the entire Strip and Pixel detector, it is also foreseen to carry
out with the same data sets a more frequent monitoring on the individual PIXEL and Strip
detector alignment. During the alignment cycle of approximately 7 days it is important that
fast access to the AlCa-RECO data is guaranteed at the CAF. After the completion of one full
alignment cycle a permanent storage of the AlCa-RECOs for potential cross checks is impor-
tant. A detailed list of the planned (frequent) alignment tasks based on physics data at the
CAF is shown in Table 4.1.
4.2.2 Using Special Calibration Event Data
The hardware alignment devices of Tracker and Muon chambers have decided to transfer
their special alignment data via the Event Data file transfer to T0/CAF. The main purpose
of these devices is the monitoring of the alignment stability for HLT operation as well as the
supply of alignment corrections for HLT and prompt-reconstruction. The use of the Event
Data file format enables a prompt analysis of the optical measurements at the CAF. It is
currently foreseen that these devices take data at a high frequency to monitor the alignment
stability for HLT operation of all tracking detectors (except PIXEL). Table 4.2 shows a list of
alignment tasks using these special alignment data samples at the CAF. A permanent storage
of the recorded data at the CAF is required.
4.3 Calibration
4.3.1 At IP5
Currently it is foreseen to execute the pedestal and gain calibration for all roughly 70 Mio
PIXEL directly at IP5. In case the dedicated studies of the tracker PRS group prove that
either the calibration for each PIXEL or small clusters of PIXEL is required to ensure the
proper physics performance of the device, it seems advisable to move this calibration task
to T0/CAF. The determination of the PIXEL pedestals and gains requires 500GB of special
calibration data shipped to T0 via special event data files. Therefore, this calibration would
move to the Special Calibration Event Data category. As shown in Table 4.3 it is foreseen that
such a calibration is only carried out roughly once a week. Thus, this requires a migration of
500GB of data from IP5 to T0/CAF once a week (e.g. during fills).
ECAL pedestals, both from dedicated runs between fills and from random triggers, are ex-
pected to be obtained directly at IP5. They have to be available for HLT operations and will
2 Apart from isolated muon tracks it might also be possible to utilize good measured tracks from minimum
bias/QCD events for the track based alignment. This option is currently also under investigation. In particular
for the first data taking period where luminosity is expected to be very small, minimum bias events might be the





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Task Main Purpose Frequency [1/min] Data Format Data Size KB
Pixel and Strip Detector Laser Alignment
Tracker monitor/correct 1/30 Special EV data
Muon Hardware Alignment
Barrel monitor/correct 1/30 Special EV data 500
EndCap monitor/correct 1/20 Special EV data 500
Link monitor/correct 1/20 Special EV data 250
Table 4.2: List of frequent alignment tasks that are based on special calibration event data.
Assuming a 24h operation of all three muon hardware alignment devices, the data volume
that requires permanent storage at the CAF is approximately 100 MB/day.
Task Monitoring Frequency Update frequency Condition Data Size
[1/week] [1/week] [MB]
Pixel
Pedestal 1 1/4 500
Gain 1 1/4 500
Strip
Pedestal 1 1/2 40
ECAL
Pedestal 100 100 1.4
Test Pulse 10 10 0.4
Gain 1 1/4 0.009
Shape (weights) 1 1/4 0.048
Laser Monit. 500 500 4.4
Table 4.3: List of frequent calibration tasks that are based on special calibration event data.
Only the dominant contributions are reported.
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be monitored every fill/day. MGPA gain inter-calibration are also foreseen to be analyzed at
IP5, even though it’s a much less demanding task for the expected frequency (every month).
Other relevant parameters for the ECAL calibration like pulse shapes, linearity of the PN
diodes, laser stability and transparency will be monitored at IP5. Their full analysis will be
performed either at IP5 or at the CAF depending on the available resources and input re-
quirements (under discussion). One of the key points in the requirement is the amount of
information that will be send from the ONLINE to the OFFLINE DB. For simplicity, in the
context of this document, the laser calibration is assumed to be performed at the CAF Using
“Special Calibration Event Data“. More details are given in the dedicated section.
The list of tasks and condition data are reported in Table 4.3.
The requirements for HCAL and MUON calibration task are substantially lower that the
ones here described.
4.3.2 Using ’Pre-HLT’ Defined Condition Data
In order to intra-calibrate the ECAL rings at the very beginning of the data taking it’s fore-
seen to record a specialized set of information out of the LV1 jet-triggers [6]. The expected
uniformity of energy deposits along φ is used to calibrate the crystals inside a ring. The ex-
pected event rate is bound to the allocated LV1 jet-trigger bandwidth. Assuming a 1 kHz
event-rate the data-rate is rather small (∼ 100kB/s), being limited to the energy deposited
in a few crystals per event, but sufficient to reach an accuracy of ∼ 2% in a day. No track
information is needed, but a refined knowledge of tracker material along φ would improve
this accuracy. This calibration task is meant to be running in a continuous mode as a fast
cross-check of the calibration stability.
Another physics sample envisaged to inter-calibrate the ECAL crystals, and possibly to per-
form an absolute calibration, is represented by low-mass resonances (pi0 and η) decaying in
two γ’s. No dedicated HLT streams exists for them but the LV1 unbiased yield is sufficient.
Detailed studies on efficiencies and accuracies have still to be made, but a reasonable esti-
mate of the event-rate is ∼ 0.5 kHz corresponding to a data rate of ∼ 100kB/s, considering
only the calorimetric information. Tracker information might be required as veto, but further
investigations are needed.
4.3.3 Using Special Calibration Event Data
The laser monitoring system of the ECAL, tracking the transparency change as a function
of the radiation dose, is one of the most demanding calibration tasks. The corrections de-
rived from the laser system, which equalize the crystal response regardless of the absorbed
radiation, is expected to be small at low luminosity. As such it is not required to have an
immediate feedback of this correction in the HLT analysis. This requirement might change
in future when the increased luminosity, and hence the dose rate, will induce much larger
correction.
At low luminosity this calibration task might be potentially executed at the CAF. Discussions
are on-going in the ECAL community regarding the feasibility and requirements, in terms of
databases and data flow. Under the assumption of CAF-based analysis, the expected data-
rate is∼ 700kB/s. Further investigations are needed to understand what are the information
needed to perform such analysis offline (including temperature monitoring, linearity correc-
tion, laser characteristics monitoring, etc) and the time scale for their availability.
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4.3.4 Using Physics Event Data
Events with high energy electrons and photons will be used to reach the ultimate calibration
precision of the ECAL calorimeter. The golden channels studied so far are W → eν [7],
Z→ ee [8] and Z→ µµγ [9, page 186]. After selection, the expected event rate is of the order
of 2.5 ev/s for W → eν, 0.1 ev/s for Z → ee and 0.2 ev/s for Z → µµγ. While full-event
analysis would be possible, a solution based on a promptly skimmed data format (AlCa-
RECO) is envisaged. The AlCa-RECO approach is needed to simplify and speed-up the
(re-)processing of the calibration data on which we have to iterate several times. The exact
content of the AlCa-RECO objects is not defined yet but it must allow track refitting so to be
independent of the complete reprocessing whenever an improved alignment is available.
A preliminary estimate for the AlCa-RECO datarate is shown in Table 4.4. The expected
latency for each new calibration set (update of the database) is of the order of weeks/months
even though a continuous check is foreseen.
ECAL physics events calibration
Method Input Size/ev (kB) Rate (kB/s) Running Freq. Update Freq.
Phi Symmetry Pre-HLT 0.2 200 Continous Every day at start-up
Low-M res. Pre-HLT 0.2 100 Continous Every day at start-up
Single electron AlCa-RECO 3.0 7.5 Days/Week Week/Month
Z→ ee AlCa-RECO 6.0 0.6 Days/Week Week/Month
Z→ µµγ AlCa-RECO 5.0 0.2 Days/Week Week/Month
Table 4.4: List of physics event calibration methods for the ECAL. The data rate and size are
just speculations given that no data format for calibration has been defined yet. These values
include hit information from the tracker (refitting possible from AlCa-RECO).
4.4 Summary
In order to define the work and data flow at the Tier-0 (T0), it is important to understand
the general scope of the prompt calibration and alignment (CA/AL) tasks supposed to be
performed at the T0. The following text summarizes the major issues raised during the T0
RTAG meetings.
Prompt CA/AL tasks are defined as all time-critical and frequent CA/AL activities that re-
quire a controlled environment for their execution and therefore are part of the T0 work and
data flow. In addition, it is demanded that a full analysis cycle (i.e. from data processing to
the delivery of the condition data) of a CA/AL task at T0 should not exceed a couple of days.
With a turnaround time of approximately 7 days the full tracker alignment has been iden-
tified as the CA/AL task with the longest analysis cycle at T0. All other necessary CA/AL
activities (e.g. physic data based calorimeter calibrations) not fulfilling these requirements
will be executed at the Central Analysis Facility (CAF). While the CAF is not subject of this
T0 RTAG, it seems clear that for the speedy completion of those CA/AL tasks also a con-
trolled computing environment will be required at the CAF. Details of the necessary work
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and data flow for CA/AL tasks at the CAF shall be defined elsewhere.
The comprehension of the T1 and T2 in the general CA/AL strategy of CMS has been briefly
discussed during a few T0–RTAG meetings. It was concluded that at the beginning of data
taking all crucial CA/AL tasks are either carried out at the T0 or the CAF. Once a sound
understanding of the general CA/AL activities is accomplished a large fraction of the non-
time critical CA/AL tasks can be relocated to interested T1 and T2 sites. It therefore was
assumed that at steady operation T1 and T2 sites would carry a significant burden of the
CA/AL activities in CMS. In this context it was noted that a mature technical design for
a controlled feedback of condition information to the T0 still needs to be developed. This,
however, was felt to be beyond the scope of this RTAG.
We recommend that prompt reconstruction should proceed as fast as possible and therefore
only wait for condition data from prompt CA/AL processes that possess latency periods
significantly smaller than one day. Therefore, the two following sets of condition data are
included in the prompt reconstruction at T0:
• Condition data like pedestals/gain/dead channels etc. that are defined at IP5 and
transfered to T0 via the ORACLE DB based online-to-offline transfer mechanism.
These condition data are available for prompt reconstruction of the corresponding
event data with no relevant time delay.
• Condition data produced by prompt CA/AL process with small latencies (O(1h))
for prompt reconstruction of the corresponding event data. Example of these
CA/AL tasks are the ECAL transparencymonitoring and the hardware alignment
systems of Muon and Tracker.
The output of prompt CA/AL tasks with longer latencies (e.g. tracker alignment) will not be
included in the prompt reconstruction process at the T0. However, the application of those
condition data can be carried out directly at the level of the RECO data format and thus can
either be carried out at the T0 or at T1s. The delayed condition application directly at the
level of RECO data format can also be performed for various other condition data such as
the ECAL and HCAL energy calibration. We feel that this staged application of important
condition information provides the largest flexibility for the outlay of the T0 work and data
flow. It not only minimizes the latency for prompt reconstruction but also ensures that all
prompt CA/AL condition data can be applied in due time for physics analyses.
Furthermore we advise that whenever possible, frequent and time critical CA/AL tasks
should be performed at the T0 rather than at IP5. In particular applications that require
access to either special calibration data runs or physics event data should utilize the con-
trolled environment of the T0. Examples of such tasks are the hardware alignment, ECAL
laser transparency monitoring and PIXEL alignment monitoring. This requires that the cor-
responding data samples, either raw data of special calibration runs or physics event data,
are made available at the T0 with only a short time delay. It was felt that a time delay of 15 to
30 min before the data can be analyzed at T0 would be acceptable. Currently it is uncertain
if this tight latency requirement can be met by the general T0 data flow design. Since the
answer to this question has severe consequences for the general calibration and alignment
strategy of CMS, we wish to stress here the importance for a speedy follow-up of this prob-
lem. In case a fast access to the data in the calibration stream at T0 cannot be guaranteed,




In this chapter we describe in detail the data flows from the HLT to the Storage Manager,
then to a ’T0 Input Buffer’, a ’T0 Export Buffer’, and from there to Castor and the T1s. In
considering the operations to be performed on the data, all these elements must be consid-
ered together.
5.1 Dataflow from the HLT to Castor and the T0 Export Buffer.
5.1.1 The Storage Manager and the T0 Input buffer.
The Storage Manager exists primarily to serve the needs of the HLT, satisfying DM require-
ments is secondary. The T0 Input Buffer exists to receive files from the Storage Manager
in order to free disk space there, and to serve it to the subsequent T0 processes. The num-
ber of streams and the sizes of files that the Storage Manager will write are driven by DM
requirements. These requirements are:
• The Storage Manager will write files of approximately 2 GB. This is not a hard
requirement, a range from 1-5 GB would be acceptable.
• Files written by the Storage Manager will be available for transfer to the T0 with
low latency, e.g. as soon as the file is closed by the Storage Manager. This is so
that express-line and AlCa-RECO processing can begin as soon as possible after
the events are recorded.
• The Storage Manager shall be designed to cope with the potential problem of con-
current read/write access to the same disk to satisfy this requirement.
• The Storage Manager will write indexable files, i.e. files which support direct
random-access to events. How it does this is a detail, the index may be a separate
file, included in the event-data file itself, or both.
• Supporting direct-access through indices means that the Storage Manager cannot
write events as TTrees. More explicitly, the direct access required must be one
seek+read per event, for performance reasons, and the current TTree implementa-
tion does not support this.
The first two requirements go hand-in-hand, and are intended to produce files which are of
a reasonable size for transfer between the Storage Manager and the T0 Input buffer with low
latency. The transfer is file-oriented, there is no concept of waiting for complete datasets,
runs, or anything else. File-availability and access to the disks are the only considerations.
These files are not intended for transfer to MSS or the T1s, so are not optimized for that
purpose.
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The fourth requirement is to facilitate downstream processing of the data.
There are external constraints on the size of files written by the Storage Manager:
• Files will be closed on lumi-segment boundaries, so a lumi-segment (for any given
stream) will not be split between two files.
• Lumi-segments will be of fixed duration, about 1-5 minutes.
• The number of lumi-segments per file will also be fixed.
• The express-line will be written as a separate stream, corresponding to 10% of the
total data-rate (fully overlapping with the bulk physics data).
• The calibration stream will be written as a separate stream, also corresponding to
about 10% of the total data-rate.
While it is not a hard requirement that all Storage Managers close their files on the same
lumi-segment boundary, it is advantageous to do so, because it reduces the average latency
for completing a lumi-segment at the T0 Input Buffer. The second and third constraints,
above, can be used to impose this synchronization externally.
A time interval of 1-5minutes corresponds to 13 - 68 GB of data at the canonical 225MB/second.
The exact number of Storage Managers and the number of streams they write will then de-
termine the file sizes. The express-line and calibration stream will inevitably be written as
small files compared to the bulk physics data, since by explicit choice they are not aggregated
with other streams.
The Input Buffer does not need to be large. Data sits there only while waiting for repacking
(see below) so only a few hours, not days. A few tens of TB should be sufficient.
5.1.2 The T0 Export Buffer and writing to Castor/T1s
Staging out to Castor is identical to sending to the T1s in terms of dataflow. It happens at
the same times, through the same buffers, managed in pretty-much the same way even if the
network-transport is different (RFIO vs gridFTP/SRM). The same T0 Export Buffer will be
used for writing to Castor and for exporting to the T1s.
DM requires that we write large files for export to Castor/T1s, for efficient use of tape and
network resources. 10 GB is the canonical size chosen. All archived or exported files (RAW,
RECO, even AOD if possible) should be about this size. Valid reasons for writing smaller
files are:
• If the time taken to acquire 10 GB of data for a file is too long, a smaller file may be
written instead. This may be because the rate of that type of data is too low (e.g.
AlCa-RECO data) or because there will be no beam for some time.
• If the data will be accessed only rarely (e.g. the RAW calibration stream) then it
may be acceptable to write smaller files if, for example, that simplifies the work-
flow in some way.
• In the event of a backlog, smaller files may be written to clear the data through
the system faster.
DM is required to cluster data into many primary physics datasets (canonically 50) as a de-
vice for optimizing subsequent data-access for analysis and reprocessing. Ideally, each file
coming out of the T0 would contain only one primary dataset. In practice, it is unlikely that
any single analysis will depend on only one primary dataset, and there will be groupings of
primary datasets which will serve one or more analyses well. This gives DM the scope to
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group primary datasets in any given file to maintain the benefit of fewer, larger files.
The Export Buffer should be large, so it can cope with delays in transferring data to the T1s
and so it can buffer data for PR while waiting for PC to run. A reasonable estimate is that it
should be able to hold a week of RAW+RECO data, so about 200 TB is needed.
5.1.3 RAW dataflow from the Input Buffer to the Export Buffer.
Files from the Storage Manager are copied to the Input Buffer as they are, with no transfor-
mation. The Storage Manager does not write files which are directly suitable for export, any
one file contains only a fraction of a lumi-segment for any given physics dataset, and the files
are relatively small. A repacking step for RAW data is therefore needed between the Input
Buffer and the Export Buffer. The repacking step is a many-to-many mapping of files with
the following characteristics:
• Each output file will contain 1 (or possibly more) physics datasets, and each lumi-
segment it contains will be complete (for that/each dataset).
• Reformatting the events may or may not occur. This is a detail (but a big one!).
’Reformatting’ in this context is a transformation that requires CPU cycles, not just
I/O. As such, reformatting could mean explicit conversion of the event data from
one format to another, or compression of the event-data (lossless or otherwise).
There are some features which might naively be expected from the repacking step, but which
are not in fact required. These non-requirements are called out here explicitly, for clarity.
• Having one physics dataset per output file is not a requirement. The definition of
the physics datasets is designed to make one-dataset-per-file optimal for analysis,
but it is not a hard requirement.
• Strict time-ordering or lumi-segment ordering of events in the output file is not a
requirement. If such ordering is needed (e.g. to avoid thrashing the conditions-
data between events) then that ordering can be imposed using the event indices
(RAW files do not need to be processed sequentially).
5.2 Dataflow to the RECO/CAF farm and out to the Export Buffer.
The simplest model for PR has the worker nodes accessing data from the Export Buffer and
writing their RECO data locally. The RECO data is then harvested by a ’merge’ step which
takes the output of several RECO jobs and produces large files on the Export Buffer (the
canonical 10 GB) for archive and export to the T1s (including the CAF).
There are several variations on this basic model which have varying degrees of robustness,
flexibility, complexity and scalability. The dataflow is in all cases topologically equivalent.
The variations do not present either/or choices, it is feasible to build a system where dif-
ferent variations are applied to different data streams at different times, e.g. either as the
experiment matures or driven by the workload management according to the behavior of
the system. The pros and cons of some of these variations are listed here:
The Local-pull option. Prompt Reconstruction jobs may copy data from the Export Buffer to
their local disk for processing, or they may read over the LAN.
• Pro: Copying to a local disk reduces the chances of a job crashing because of server
failure.
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• Pro: Copying to a local disk provides a second copy of the data in the system,
should data be lost from a server.
• Con: Local copies add an extra write/read of the local disk. This is potentially a
problem if the load on the local disk becomes too high.
• Con: If the jobs copy from the server at startup, this changes the access-pattern on
the server (many jobs will start at the same time), so some sort of scheduling may
be needed.
The Local-push option. PR jobs may access data on local disk, but that data may be pushed
to the local disk of a worker node by the repacking step, before the job starts (i.e. while PC is
still running). The same Pros and the first Con above still apply in this case. There are others:
• Pro: There is one less read of the Export Buffer. Data goes to the WNs at the same
time it goes to the Export Buffer (one read, two writes).
• Con: workflow management is more complex, with a need to decide in advance
what each WN will do.
Local-push would be a good option for calibration/monitoring streams, where latency is
important. Local-push or local-pull would be a good option for the express-line stream if it
will be processed many times, because it reduces overhead on the Export Buffer.
RAWdata copied to the local disk of aWNwould not be copied out again, it is not needed for
export. So local-pull or local-push are not required to respect the boundaries of RAW files,
and can provide an appropriate input payload for each RECO task according to workflow
management priorities.
5.3 Prompt Reconstruction workflow.
We assume three fundamental classes of data, in terms of PR workflow:
• The calibration stream, from which the AlCa-RECO data is produced.
• The express-line stream, which is fully reconstructed. Some of this is also needed
as AlCa-RECO for calibration/monitoring purposes.
• The rest of it, the bulk physics data.
The calibration stream does not overlap with the others, but the express-line stream overlaps
with the bulk physics data by about 10%.
Prompt Reconstruction will run ’immediately’ for the express-line stream and the calibra-
tion stream, i.e. using the best conditions data available when the RAW data is ready. The
bulk physics data will wait for physics-class conditions data to be ready, which will take
approximately 24 hours. If conditions data takes much longer than that to be ready, PR of
the bulk physics data can begin, and subsequent corrections can be applied at the RECO
level or, eventually, during re-reconstruction. So the PR scheduling can be classified by two
parameters:
• the fraction of the data that is processed immediately it is available, and
• the time that the remaining data will wait for improved conditions data.
These are essentially free parameters of themodel, andmay vary according to circumstances.
There is a clear tradeoff between the need to reconstruct the data quickly and the desire to
minimize the amount of re-reconstruction (be it from RAW or RECO data). Such parameters
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may be applied per-stream, as in (100% reconstructed immediately, no waiting for condi-
tions) for the express-line and (0% reconstructed immediately, wait up to 24h for conditions)
for the bulk data.
The AlCa-RECO data will be produced only once, while the express-line stream may be
reprocessed more than once before becoming obsolete (when the corresponding secondary
and tertiary dataset become available) .
Both AlCa-RECO and express-line RECO will be made available in the CAF with minimal
latency. The bulk physics data will go to Castor and the T1s via the Export Buffer, and will
not, a priori, be streamed to the CAF as soon as possible.
The express-line stream will be processed as part of the bulk data when PR starts. This is a
tradeoff between the 10% overhead of doing it twice and the extra latency for final physics-
quality versions of express-line data.
How many versions of the express-line data are to be kept online at the CAF, and how long
for, is a detail. Which of the express-line RECO versions goes to the T1s outside CERN is
another detail.
The PR workflow will be able to prioritize the ordering of stream processing, automatically
or manually, statically or dynamically, how is a matter of detail. The atomic unit of prioriti-
zation is one lumi-segment of one physics dataset.
The use of index-files to provide direct-access to the input RAW data for a given RECO
task, and the merging of RECO output for archive and export, means that reconstruction is
not bound to one-RAW-file-in/one-RECO-file-out. A single RAW file can be processed in
parallel by the multiple CPU cores of a give WN, or it can be processed by many WNs in
parallel. This is independent of the means by which the WN accesses the RAW data, i.e. it
applies equally to local-push, local-copy, or reading from the Export Buffer. This gives the
workflow management a great deal of flexibility in prioritizing reconstruction.
One feature of the prioritization will be the ability to decide not to process a given stream
during PR, but simply to export the RAW data to its destination T1s. This is to allow the T0
to cope with overloading. The deferred reconstruction (DR) can then take place at the T1, or
later at the T0 during a re-reconstruction pass.
In the event that reconstruction is deferred to a T1, it is not considered urgent. By definition,
therefore, the AlCa-RECO and express-line reconstruction will not be deferred to a T1 during
this phase of the experiment.
A 10 GB RECO file will contain data from approximately 6 10 GB RAW files. It is desirable
that one RECO file maps integrally and atomically to a set of RAW files, i.e. that each RAW
file is mapped into one and only one RECO file. However, this is not a requirement. Delays
in processing a single lumi-segment, because of software or hardware problems affecting a
single RECO task, may delay the completion of a set of jobs considerably. We only require
that RECO data be mergedwhen there is enough, per physics dataset, to form a large enough
file for export. We do not allow any piece of data to wait for any other specific piece of data,
only to wait for enough data of the right type.
This principle applies throughout the system, with only one exception. The repacking step is
required to build complete lumi-segments, so it has to wait for specific data from all Storage
Managers before it can proceed.
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5.4 The CAF
The CAF is a place where high-priority analysis takes place, for confirmation of detector per-
formance etc. This analysis does not have critical feedback to the HLT, i.e. data-taking will
not stop while waiting for results from the CAF. As the experiment matures, CAF responsi-
bilities can be farmed out to T1s, T2s or ROCs, but not during the startup phase. As such,
the CAF does not have any special features over any other T1 except the rapid availability of
certain classes of data for certain priority users. The T0 will provide that data, by prioritized
processing of the relevant streams and by prioritized serving (including ’pinning’) of that
data in the standard analysis facilities.
Analysis on the CAF is a matter of prioritizing access to normal analysis facilities at CERN,
and is not in the scope of the RTAG. This analysis can go via grid or local access to the same
facilities, and how it is managed is a detail.
Low-latency, data-critical calibrations (such as the pixel monitoring with a 30 minute turn-
around cycle, or the ECAL laser transparency monitoring) remain an issue. This is hard -
but not impossible - to satisfy at the T0. There is a tradeoff between attempting to do this in
the T0 (and potentially failing due to the complexity) vs. putting hardware at the pit to cope
with it (and potentially not having flexibility to cope with resource-demands).
5.5 Re-reconstruction.
Re-reconstruction takes place at the T0 and at the T1s outside CERN. The assumption is that
the same mechanism for PR will be used for re-reconstruction, the only difference being that
it is simpler in that there is no repacking of streams and no delay waiting for conditions data
to become available. Re-reconstruction will be prioritized in the same basic way as first-pass
reconstruction, at each participating site.
RECO files from re-reconstruction will, in general, not map uniformly to the same data from
previous cycles, i.e. there will not be a 1-1 correspondence of RECO files. This is because
prioritisations, ordering, and random problems with new reconstruction software maymean
that RECO data is not guaranteed to be ready (and therefore merged into large files) in the
same order as before.
One option for re-reconstruction at T1s is to have one-file-in/one-file-out with a merge step
to maintain large RECO files. Prioritization will be at the level of ordering RAW files, even if
they should contain more than one physics stream. An alternative is to have each RAW file
served to several WNs for processing in chunks. The first is simpler, but implies more active
RAW data in use at any one time.
5.6 A possible scenario
We conclude this chapter describing a possible scenario for the T0 dataflow and workflow.
• HLT/Storage Manager produce RAW files as sequence of event-records.
• One physics stream, one express stream, one AlCa stream
• bare index files generated simultaneously
• Reconstruction read event-records and create the EDM-structure in memory. No
reformatting step required.
• HLT→ T0 transfer is a simple file-push.
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No on-the-wire transformation, limited only by network speed. Fewer complica-
tions at the level of the Storage Manager.
• Repack/ordering is an index operation.
Can happen at IP5 for pixel monitoring, at T0 for everyone/everything.
• Small files from HLT can be read (via indices) in large chunks.
Process large block of indices, then read-once, write-many to Castor/T1-export,
T0-WN, CAF...
• T0 input buffer can be small. Main RAW buffer is T1-export buffer.
Events can be read back from there at any time, via indices, should they be lost
from a WN.
Expect T1 failures to cause long delays. A big export buffer is needed anyway to
avoid going to Castor for lost files.
• PR can read RAW data using indices.
Allows flexibility in file-handling (push, pull, copy), prioritization and scheduling
(jobs vs files).
• The RECO data is then merged into large files about 10GB in size.
Although desirable, a RECO file may not map integrally and atomically to a set of
RAW files to avoid delay in file transfer/store due to problems in reconstruction
of some data.
The implementation of such a scenario does not require any additional hardware resourse
besides those already identified and quantified in the computing TDR [1]. It does not require
either any special arrangment of the computing system at T0, CAF and T1s and it allows
therefore maximal flexibility in the management of resourses in the computing centers and
on the grid more in general.
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Glossary
AOD Analysis Object Data - a com-
pact event format for physics
analysis
BU Builder Unit
CAF CERN Analysis Facility
CDF Collider Detector Facility exper-
iment at the FNAL Tevatron
CDR Central Data Recording
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid
CPU Central Processing Unit
D0 D0 experiment at the FNAL
Tevatron
D2S Data to Surface system
DAQ Data Acquisition
DBMS Database Management System
DCS Detector Control System
Digi Digitisation (of detector hit)
DST Data Summary Tape - a compact
event format
DQM Data Quality Monitor
ECAL Electromagnetic Calorimeter
EDMS Engineering Database Manage-
ment System
EGEE Enabling Grids for e-science in
Europe (a Grid project)
Express Line Online stream for events re-




FEVT Event format comprising the
union of RAW and RECO data
FNAL Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory, USA
FU Filter Unit
GEANT4 Simulation Framework and
Toolkit
GIPS Giga (109) Instructions per
Second
Gb Gigabit (109 bits)
GB Gigabyte (109 bytes)
GRID Infrastructure for Distributed
Computing
GTP Global Trigger Processor
HCAL Hadronic Calorimeter
HEP High Energy Physics




kb kilobit (103 bits)
kB kilobytes (103 bytes)
L1 Level 1 hardware-based trigger
L1A Level 1 trigger accept
LAN Local Area Network
LCG LHC Computing Grid (a com-
mon computing project)
LEP Large Electron Positron Collider
LHC Large Hadron Collider
LHCC LHC (review) Committee
Mb Megabit (106 bits)
MC Monte Carlo simulation pro-
gram/technique
MB Megabyte (106 bytes)
MIPS Mega (106) Instructions per
Second
Online StreamGrouping of events to simplify
online data management
OS Operating System
Pb Petabit (1015 bits)
PB Petabyte (1015 bytes)
POOL Persistency software from LCG
Primary DatasetGrouping of events according to
physics (trigger) criteria
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Primary StreamGrouping of events (Primary




RAID Redundant Arrays of Indepen-
dent Disks
RAW Event format from the online
containing full detector and
trigger data
RECO Event format for reconstructed
objects such as tracks, vertices,
jets, etc.
RecHit Reconstructed hit in a detector
element
RHIC Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(at Brookhaven, USA)
RISC Reduced Instruction Set Com-
puter
R/W Read/Write
Skim Subset of events selected from a
larger set
SQL Structured Query Language
TAG Event index information such as
run/event number, trigger bits,
etc.
Tb Terabit (1012 bits)
TB Terabyte (1012 bytes)
TDR Technical Design Report
TIPS Tera (1012) Instructions per
Second
VCAL Very Forward Calorimeter
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